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1 Introduction and preliminary results
The notation used in this work is the following. The CDF of the standard normal distribution
will be denoted by  , more precisely
 (x) =
1p
2⇡
Z x
 1
e ⇠
2/2d⇠.
1.1 Pricing of some common payo↵s in the lognormal case
Here explicit formulae for the following expectations are derived
E[ez21[c,1)(z1)], E[ez2(ez1   ec)+], (1.1)
when z1 and z2 are jointly normally distributed.
Lemma 1.1. If z1 and z2 are jointly normally distributed with zero mean, variances  21 and
 22, respectively, and covariance  12, then
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Proof. Firstly, consider the conditional density of z2 given z1. To this end, define r.v. u =
z2   12 21 z1 which has zero mean, variance  
2
2    212/ 21 and is not correlated with z1. Then, since
u and z1 are statistically independent it follows that,
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Then, by the tower property,
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and (1.2) follows by symmetry.
The second result (1.3) can be proved by means of (1.2):
E[ez2(ez1   ec)+] = E[ez2(ez1   ec)1{z1 > c}]
= E[ez1+z21{z1 > c}]  ec E[ez21{z1 > c}]
(z1 + z2 has variance  21 +  
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The following two corollaries extend the previous result to the case of non-centered variables
and that of linear combinations of normal variables.
Corollary 1.2. Under the same assumption of the previous Lemma:
E[ez2+µ21{z1 + µ1 > c}] = eµ2 E[ez21{z1 > c  µ1}]
= exp
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I do not know wether the following corollary will be necessary.
Corollary 1.3. If x ⇠ N(0, S), that is a random vector having a jointly normal distribution
with zero mean and covariance matrix S, then
E[e↵
T x1{ Tx >  }] = exp
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where ↵ and   are two constant vectors.
Proof. Set z2 = ↵Tx and z1 =  Tx. The variances of those two vectors are ↵TS↵ and  TS 
and their covariance is given by ↵TS .
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